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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the multiplicities of the lower defect groups of a
jp-block of a/>-solvable group with abelian defect group. Let G be a finite group,
(Ky o, F) be a ^-modular system such that K is a splitting field for all subgroups
of G, and B
v
 B2, •••, Bτ- ' be the ^-blocks of G. We denote by Eτ the block
idempotent of FG corresponding to B
r
 and for a conjugacy class C of G we denote
also by C the class sums in the group rings KG> oG and FG.
(*) With each B
τ
 it is possible to associate k(B
τ
) conjugacy classes C), l<j<
k(B
r
), such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) Each conjugacy class of G is associated with exactly one p-block.
(ii) {C)ET 11 < j < k(Br)} is an F-basis of Z(FG)ET.
In the above, / ( J B T ) = # { C } | C) is a ^-regular class, \<j<k(Bτ)}. We shall
call an association of the conjugacy classes of G with the />-blocks which satisfy
(i) and (ii) in (*) an association of the conjugacy classes of G with the />-blocks
shortly. We put m(B
τ
, Q)=${C)\ C) has © as a defect group, 1 < j<k(B
τ
)} and
m(B
τy Q)'=#{CTj is a ^ -regular class and C) has Q as a defect group, 1 <j<k(Br)}
for a/>-subgroup Q of G. When m(B
τ
, Q)=t=O, Q is called a lower defect group
of B
r
 and m(B
τ
, Q) is the multiplicity of Q as a lower defect group of B
τ
. If Q is
a lower defect group of B
τy then Q is contained in a defect group of Bτ. For
further properties of lower defect groups, see Feit [3, chapter V, § 10], Nagao-
Tsushima [8, chapter 5, §11] and Watanabe [11, §§2 and 3]. The following is
our main result.
Theorem. Let G be a p-solvable group and B be a p-block of G with abelian
defect group D. Let b be a p-block of CG(D) such that bG—B. For a subgroup
P of D we have
m{bNr+p\ P) = m(bN^D)nN^p\ P),
\ P)f =
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In the same situation as in the above theorem Brouό conjectured in
[1, §6] that (G, B) and (NG(D)9 bNe{D)) are of the same type for an arbitrary G.
If this is true, then our theorem will follow by [1, Theorem 4.8]. However we
shall prove it directly by character theoretic methods.
It is well known that under the assumption of the theorem k(B)=k(bNβ(>D))
and l(B)=l(bNeW) (see Fong [4, Theorem (3C)], Okuyama-Wajima [9, Theorem]
and Dade [2]). To prove our theorem we shall use [9, Theorem 2] which was
a key result for the proof of [9, Theorem]. When D is cyclic, our theorem holds
for arbitrary groups by Brouέ [1, Theorem 1.5] and Linckelmann [7], since in
that case a lower defect group of B is either trivial or conjugate to D.
For the notations, see [3], [8], [11] and Isaacs [6].
2. Preliminary results
Let H be a normal subgroup of G and ζ be a G-invariant (ordinary) irredu-
cible character of H. We set G= G/H and X=xH^G. We say that X is ^-special
if ζ is extendible to <#", ΛJ, C> for all c e G with [x> c]^H, according to [6, chapter
11, Problems] (Gallagher says that x is good for ζ in [5]). We also say that a
conjuacy class C of G is ^-special if it consists of ^-special elements. By [5,
Theorem], the number of irreducible constituents of ζG is equal to the number
of conjugacy classes of G which are ^-special.
For an irreducible character % of G we denote by e% the centrally primitive
idempotent of KG corresponding to X.
L e m m a 1. Let H be a normal subgroup of G, ζ be a G-invariant irreducible
character of H and X
u
 X2, •••, Xs be the irreducible constituents of ζG. Then we
have the following.
(i) (See [6, chapter 11, problem 11.15]). For X^LG, X is ζ-special if and only
ί/%t Φθ on xHfor some i (\<i<s).
(ii) Let C
u
 C2,~ ,CS be the conjugacy classes of G such that {Cjeζ\j =
1, 2, •••, s} is a K-basίs of Z(KG)e
ζ
 and x^C§ (j '=l, 2, •-, s). Then i»j\j =
1, 2, •••, s} forms a complete set of representatives for the ζ-special conjugacy classes
ofG.
Proof. Let ζ
x
 be an extension of ζ to <7/, #>. T h e n we can set %, <jy,
Λ
>=
ζ
x
{ Σ _ ni,x,λλ)> where nixX is a non-negative integer and λ is regarded as a
λelrrC<ϊ>)
character of <fl", x). It is clear that x is f-special if and only if ζc
x
=ζ
x
 for all
with [xy c]^H. If we set pitX= Σ _ ni,x,\\ t n e n
λelrrC<*>;>
(1) X,(xh) = r,(**K,(*) (h^H).
(i) Suppose that X is not ^-special, Then for some C G G with [x,
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ζ
c
x=ζ
x
μ, where /i is a non-trivial linear character of <Λ>. Since (Xi<ffχ>)c =
%,<#,*>> nitXfλ = nitXtμX=nifXtμ,2λ = .. for any λelrr(<#>). Hence PitX(x) = 0 and
χ.(xh)=0 for any h^H and %,-.
As is well known the rank of the matrix (%,(#)) {I<i<s, z&G) is equal to s
and hence it is equal to the number of ^-special conjugacy classes of G by
Gallagher's theorem. On the other hand for any X G G , vectors (X^xh), X2(xh)y
•••, X
s
(xh)), h<E:H are linearly dependent by (1). Combining these with the if
part, if x is f-special then X{ Φ 0 on xH for some /.
s s
(ii) We note that Z(KG)eζ=^Σ Ke%., since £ f = Σ * v For Cj in (ii) we
have
Cjeζ = ± W'C
Hence by (i), Sc, must be ^-special. Let heH and C be a conjugacy class of
G containing Xjh. From (1) we obtain
Ce
ζ
 = ±(\G: CG(Xjh)|(ζ.jix
= ( ( I G : CG(x,A) I /1G: CG(
So by the assumption, if j^rk then Xj and % are not conjugate. Therefore (ii)
holds. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We prove Theorem by Fong's reductions. In the following we show how
the multiplicities of lower defect groups behave under Fong's second reductions.
For a conjugacy class C of G we denote by D(C) a defect gruop of C. For sub-
groups K and L of G we write K=GLy if K and L are G-conjugate.
Lemma 2. Let Hbe α normalpf-subgroup of Gy ζ be an irreducible character
of H which is extendίble to G and ζ be an extension of ζ to G. Let B be a p-
block of G and B=ζB, i.e., B is the p-block of G which contains ξ%, X e ΰ . Then
for a p-subgroup Q of G we have
m(By Q) = m(B, Q) and m(B, Q)' = m(B, Q)',
where Q=QHIH.
Proof. Let Bly B2y •••, Br be the ^-blocks of G and Bτ=ζBτ. Then it is
well known that Bly B2, -,Br are the ^ -blocks of G which covers the p-bϊock of
H containing ζ and that k(B
r
)=k(B
τ
) and l(B
τ
)=l(B
r
). Let CJ, 1 <j <k(B
r
), be
the conjugacy classes of G associated with B
τ
 in an association of the conjugacy
classes of G with the ^-blocks. Since e
ζ
 = Σ £
τ
, {C)E
r
 \\<j< k(B
τ
)y ί<τ<r}
τ = l
forms an .F-basis of Z(FG)e
ζ
, where e
ζ
 is the block idempotent of FH correspond-
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ing to ζ. Hence {C)e
ζ
 11 < j < k{B
τ
)y 1 < r < r} forms a i£-basis of Z(KG)eζ.
Let x)^C). By Lemma 1, {xTj\l<j<k(BT), l < τ < r } forms a set of represen-
tatives for the conjugacy classes of G, because ζ is extendible to G and hence any
conjugacy class of G is f-special.
Let/be the isomorphism from Z(KG)e
ζ
 to Z(KG) defined by f(e-ξ^)==e^ for
Xelrr(G). Let C be an arbitrary conjugacy class of G, x an element of C and
C be the conjugacy class of G containing Λ. Since Cβζ=_ Σ _ ( | G : CG(#)|
κelrrCGO
^ and C = _ Σ _ (I G: CG(#) I %(*)/X(ϊ))^, by the second
orthogonality relation we have xeIrrCG£)
(2) /(C*f) = ((IG: Cβ(«) I /1G: QK*) I )(?(*)/?(l)))C and
where j> ranges over the set of elements of G such that j> and x are G-conjugate.
In particular f(Ce
ζ
)^Z(oG) and f~\C)^Z(oG)e
ζ
. Therefore / induces an iso-
morphism from Z(oG)βζ to Z(oG), and hence an isomorphism from Z(FG)ET to
Z{FG)EBT for any T, where EBT is the block idempotent of Z(FG) corresponding
to B
τ
.
Let C) be the conjugacy class of G which contains x). By the above
argument and (2), {C)EBT\ 1 < j <k(B
τ
)} forms an F-basis of Z(FG)EBT and
( ) = c#(C yj. On the other hand, if Q and Q' are ^-subgroups of G and
if they are not G-conjugate, then Q and Qr are not G-conjugate, because H is a
^'-subgroup. Further C} is a ^ -regular class if and only if C) is a ^ -regular class.
From these and the definitions of m(B, Q) and m(B) Q)', we have m(Bτy Q)=
m(B
ry Q) and m(Bτ, Q)'=m(BTy Q)' for any r. Since 5 is one of Bly B2y ~,Br
we obtain the equalities in the lemma.
Lemma 3. Let Z be a centralp'-subgroup of G,\be a linear character of Z
and Ol9 C2, •••, Os be the X-special conjugacy classes of G\Z. If B is a uniquep-block
of G that covers the p-block {λ} of Zy then for a p-subgroup Q we have
m(By Q) = # {6j I D(Cj) =G/Z QZ/Z} and
m(B, Q)'= #{(?y|Cy isp-regular with D(Oj) =GlzQZ\Z) .
Proof. First we note that, by the assumption and Gallagher's theorem,
the irreducible characters in B are the irreducible constituents of λG. In
particular s = k(B). We put G=G/Z, $=QZ/Z and & = xZ (#eG). Let
{Cj\ \<j<k(B)} be the conjugacy classes associated with B in an association
of the conjugacy classes of G with the />-blocks, and let yj e Cj. Then
iCjeχ\ \<j<k(B)} is a X-basis of Z(KG)e
x
. Hence by Lemma 1, {j)y| \<j<
k(B)} forms a set of representatives for the λ-special conjugacy classes of ό.
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So we may assume that j>, belongs to Oj ( j = l , 2, •••, k(B)) by a suitable renum-
A ^
bering indices. Since Z is a central //-subgroup of G, D(Cj) =Therefore we obtain the equalities in the lemma by the same way as in the
proof of Lemma 2.
The proof of the following proposition will be reduced to the preceding
lemma.
Proposition 1. Let H be a normal p'-subgroup of G, ζ be a G-invariant
irreducible character of H and C
v
 C2, •••, Cs be the ζ-special conjugacy classes of G.
If B is a unique p-block of G that covers the p-block {ζ} of Hy then for a p-sub-
group Q of G we have
tn(B, Q)=#{Cy |D(Cy)-^Q} and
m
(By QY = # iCj I Cj is p-regular with D(Cy) =G Q} .
Proof. By [4] or [3, chapter X], there exists a central extension
of G by a p'-group Z such that there is a normal subgroup H of G isomorphic
to H by / and that the irreducible character ζof of R is extended to Q. Let ζ
be an extension of ζ°fto G and S be the inflation of B> i.e., B is the ^ -block of
G containing X°f, X&B. Since Z is a//-group, there exists a/>-subgrouρ Q of
G such that f(Q)=Q. By Lemma 2, we have
(3) m(Bf Q) = m(B, Q) and m(B, Q)' = m(B, QY .
We can set B=ζB' with B' a/>-block of Gjΐϊ. Then by Lemma 2 again,
(4) m(By Q) - m(B\ Qβ/S) and m(B, Q)' = m(B\ Qβ/8)'.
Let {λ} be the />-block of Z,R\ίl covered by Br. Then λ"1 (as a character
of Z) is a unique constituent of ζz By the assumption, B' is a unique />-block
of G/S covering {λ}. We put 0=((5/i?)/(Zi?/iϊ) and _Q-((QίT/i?)(Zi?/i?))/
(ZBjlϊ). Then / induces an isomorphism / from G to G. For x^G, let i be
the element of G with f(Jt)=x. We see that ff is ^-special if and only if jt is
λ-special. Therefore if O—f"1^^ then όlyό2, •• >(ίs are the λ-specίal con-
jugacy classes of 6. Hence by Lemma 3 we have
mφ , QβjR) = ${6,1D(Oj) = 6 0} = #iCjIDiCj) =z Q} and_
m(S', QRlB)' = # ^ |d , is ^ -regular with D{0}) = έ ό > = #{Cy | Cy
is ^-regular with D(Cj) =zQ}.
Combining these with (3) and (4), we get the proposition.
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3. Proof of Theorem
We may assume that P i s a normal subgroup of G. Putting BQ=b
N
^
D\ it
suffices to show that
(5) m(B, P) = nt(B0, P) and m(B9 P)'= m(B0, P)'.
We prove (5) by induction on | G\. Let H=Oy(G) and suppose that B covers
a ^-block {ζ} of H containing an irreducible character ζ. As is well known,
there exists a/>-block B
x
 of T(ξ) such that B
x
 covers {ζ} and Bf=B, where Γ(f)
is the inertial group of ζ in G. Replacing ζ by an G-conjugate of ζ if necessary,
we may assume D is a defect group of B
λ
. In particular ζ is D-invariant. Let
0 be the irreducible character of Cff(D) which is the Glauberman correspondent
of ζ. By the uniqueness of 0, T(θ)=T(ζ)ΠNG(D), where T(θ) is the inertial
group of θ in NG(D). Let B2 be the ^-block of T(ζ)nNG(D) such that
B1 = B2
Γ(ζ)
. Since (9 is a unique irreducible character of CH(D) such that
/^KCS'cflCz))) #)> ^  is easy to see that B2 covers {θ}. Hence JB^(£>) is denned and
B0=B2
G(D)
 by the first main theorem on ^ -blocks as JS = B%. By [11, Lemma 2]
and by the same way as in the proof of [11, Theorem 1], we have
m(B, P) = m(Bly P), m(B, P)' = m{Bly P)',
m(BOy P) = m(B2y P) and m(BOy P)' =w(JB2> P)'.
So if T(ξ)<G, then by induction (5) holds.
Suppose that T(ζ)=G. Then by [4, §3], B is the unique ^-block of G
covering {ζ} and Z) is a Sylow ^-subgroup of G. Since G is ^-solvable and
D is abelian, G=HNG(D) and Op,(NG(D))=Cff(D). Hence 5 0 is also the unique
jp-block of iVG(D) covering {0}.
We put G^G/H, P=PH/H and %=xH(x<=G). Suppose that x is an element
of NG(D) such that x is ^-special. Let y<=NG(D) with [^j]GC^(ΰ) (and hence
[x,y]&H). Then f is extendible to <iJ, Λ;,J;>. By [6, (8.15)], ζ is extendible to
HD. Hence by [6, (11.31)], ζ is extendible to ζHDy xyyy. Therefore by [9,
Theorem 2, (3)], θ is extendible to <CH(D)y x, j>. So xCH(D) is (9-sρecial.
Similarly, we can show that if x is an element of NG(D) such that xCH(D) is θ-
special then X is ^-special.
Let C19 C2, •••, Cs be the ^-special conjugacy classes of G and CJ be the con-
jugacy class of NG(D)/CH(D) corresponding to C ; by the natural isomorphism
from G to NG{D)jCH(D). Then C'u C27, - , C's are the 0-sρecial conjugacy
classes of NG{D)jCH{D) by the above. Putting G'= NG(D)ICff(D) and Pr =
PCH{D)jCH{D)y we have
= P'} and
j I Cy is ^-regular with D(Cj)=F} = jf{C< | C; is ^-regular with D(Cy /)=P/}.
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So by Proposition 1, the theorem follows.
4. Some consequences
As an immediate consequence of the theorem and [11, §§2 and 3], we get
the following.
Corollary. With the same assumption and notation as in Theorem, for a p-
subgroup Q of G we have
, Q) = Σ m(bNβ<D\ R) and m(B, Q') = Σ (W<fl>\ R)',
R B
where R ranges over a set of representatives for the NG(D)-conjugacy classes of p-
subgroups of NG(D) which are G-conjugate to Q.
In the same situation as in the above corollary, if R is normal in NG(D),
then m(bNσ<D\R) = m(bτ«>\R), m{bNσ<D\ R)'= m(bτ«\ R)' and m(b™\ # ) = Σ
re
m(bcG(*)nT(b\ R)', where T(b) is the inertial group of b in NG(D) and π ranges
over a set of representatives for the 71(i)-conjugacy classes of D. For m(bτ^b\
R)' we have the following
Proposition 2. Let D be a normal abelian p-subgroup of G} B be a p-block
of G with defect group D and b be a p-block of CG(D) covered by B. Suppose that
b is G-invariant and let ζ be the irreducible character in b which is trivial on D,
If {XjCG(D)\l<j <r} is a set of representatives for the ζ-special conjugacy classes
of G/CG(D), then for a p-subgroup Q of G we have
Hi(B, Q)' = 0ixfioψ) I CD(xj) =G Q} .
Proof. Let X19 X?, •••, Xr be the irreducible constituents of ζ
G
. Note that
%,. is trivial on D and is of defect 0 as a character of G/D, since D is a defect
group of B. In particular %t is irreducible as a modular character and XlGy,
X2Gp',> •••, XrGp'
 a r e
 different from each other, where Gp* is the set of all ^'-ele-
ments of G. Since f(cff(z?»ί/ is a unique modular irreducible character in b,
every modular irreducible character φ e / ϊ is a constituent of (?(cff(z)))/)G- Hence
φ—χ.Gp, for some ί. In particular r = l(B) and the XiGp'(l<i<l(B)) are the
modular irreducible characters in B. Let C
v
 C2, •••, C/(B) be the />-regular classes
associated with B in an association of conjugacy classes of G with the ^-blocks,
and let j ; e C ; . Then by Osima [10, §4] or [8, chapter 5, §11], the l(B)xl(B)
matrix (%f (j>y)) (1 <i, j<l(B)) is non-singular. From the proof of Lemma 1,
{yjCG(D)\l<j<l(B)} is a set of representatives for the ^-special conjugacy
classes of GjCG{D). So we may sety j=c jx j (cjeCG(D), \<j<l(B)). If Q is a
Sylow ^-subgroup of C G ( j ; ), then Q is a lower defect group of B and hence
Q<D. So we have D(Cj)=GQ=CD(yj)=CD(xj). From this and the definition
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of m(B, QY we get the proposition.
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